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LAND ACKNOWLEDGMENT
FoodShare acknowledges that the sacred land in which we operate is situated
upon the traditional territories of the Wendat, Haudenosaunee (Ho-den-ohsho-nee), the Anishinabeg (Ah-nish-in-nah-beg), and the Mississaugas of
the Credit. This territory is covered by the Dish With One Spoon Wampum
Belt Covenant, an agreement between the Anishinabeg and Haudenosaunee
allied nations to peaceably share and care for the lands around the Great
Lakes. FoodShare recognizes the many Nations of Indigenous People, who
presently live on this land, those who have spent time here and the ancestors
who have hunted and gathered on this land known as Turtle Island.
FoodShare recognizes and supports the UN Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples and the Truth and Reconciliation Calls to Action, as we
work to apply both to our work.
FoodShare’s work is guided by principles of food justice, this includes
receiving ongoing guidance from an Indigenous Advisory Circle on our work
and on collaborations with Indigenous groups working towards Indigenous
food sovereignty and increasing Indigenous food access.
FoodShare also acknowledges the many people of African descent who
are not settlers, but whose ancestors were forcibly displaced as part of the
transatlantic slave trade, brought against their will, and made to work on
these lands. We believe that advancing Indigenous sovereignty is deeply
and inextricably linked to Black liberation and we remain committed to
advancing both.
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Even before the pandemic, food insecurity was a crisis in this country.
When COVID-19 hit in March of 2020 we were already living in a nation where
close to four and a half million people were struggling to put food on the
table. By the time the case loads stretched our hospitals to capacity, one
million more had found themselves food insecure.
While governments rushed to develop systems that prioritized those
experiencing sudden food insecurity, at FoodShare we worked hard to
remind folks that racism, colonialism, patriarchy and ableism have always
determined who has food to eat, and who doesn’t. We joined our voices
with others insisting that this wasn’t a moment for band-aid solutions and
an eager return to the way things were. We needed to fight for something
better.
So that’s what we did. We fought for paid sick days, for fairer wages, for
status for the migrant agricultural workers who grow the food we eat. We
fought against anti-Black racism, and fatphobia and the wanton disregard
of Indigenous land sovereignty across Turtle Island. Sometimes we felt
overwhelmed, sometimes our hearts were broken but we were always
buoyed by the solidarity of our communities.
You’ll see we took a unique approach to our report this year. Just like the art
in these pages, this year we had to do things differently. We had to overlap
with others, to piece things together. We had to figure out new ways of
delivering our programs, of collaborating toward a shared purpose and of
making it work.
Folks clearly saw value in what we were doing, and rallied around FoodShare
this year in a BIG way. Your determination gave us heart, your dollars kept us
going — we couldn’t have done any of it without you.

2020 YEAR
IN REVIEW

If the struggles of 2020 showed us anything, it’s that something better is
absolutely necessary, and entirely possible.

CRYSTAL SINCLAIR
Chair of the Board of Directors

PAUL M. TAYLOR,
Executive Director
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THE EMERGENCY
GOOD FOOD BOX
Inspired by a bulk request for Good Food Boxes from our friends at Black
Creek Community Farm, we started urgently distributing fresh produce
boxes with a few dozen collaborators in March of 2020. By the end of the
year that grew to over 80 frontline community partners.
We prioritized partnering with groups who could help get boxes to those
that our systems have long neglected including undocumented folks, sex
workers and migrant agricultural workers. Working to reach those facing
the greatest barriers to accessing fresh food we also collaborated with
partners in areas of the city where the COVID-19 transmission rate was
disproportionately high.
Piggybacking on FoodShare’s existing infrastructure from our Good Food Box
and bulk procurement social enterprise, we scaled up — fast. This required new
systems plus onboarding new team members, all while ensuring our team’s
safety remained a top priority. FoodShare staff were in the warehouse and
on the road every day, packing and delivering fresh produce to households
facing heightened food insecurity, at no cost to the recipient.
An outpouring of support for this work by individual and organizational
donors alike allowed us to respond to our community in real time. When
Foodora announced they were pulling out of Canada and leaving 500
couriers in Toronto out of work, we could be there with Emergency Good
Food Boxes. When folks with Not Another Black Life demonstrating for racial
and social justice needed to self-isolate, boxes got to them too.
By year’s end we had collectively delivered over a million pounds of fruit
and vegetables to more than 80,000 households — a true testament to both
the need for a stronger social safety net and the power of communities to
take care of each other.
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CREATING
COMMUNITY AND
CONVERSATION
Coming together wasn’t easy in 2020 but we had the honor of hosting a range
of events and opportunities to share inspiration and ideas over the year. From
our last in-person event — Recipe for Change — a food-fuelled night of fun,
to our thought-provoking summer panel series (Black Women on Black Food
Sovereignty, Leading While Black, It’s Time to End White Supremacy in Food
Systems and Dismantling Fat Shaming and Weight Stigma) we embedded
food justice in all of our gatherings. Going live online with Nourishing Artists
meant time spent with creatives committed to the right to food, and hosting
a screening of the documentary Gather gave us the chance to discuss the
importance of restoring and honouring Indigenous foodways.
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ADVOCATING FOR
FOOD JUSTICE
This year the limitations of charity came into crisp focus. We know that our
work alone will not solve food poverty or hunger, which is why we advocate
for meaningful social and economic policy to challenge food insecurity’s
root causes.
In 2020, we were in solidarity with Wet’suwet’en people when a coastal
pipeline threatened their sovereign right to their land.
We spoke out on the dangers of anti-Black racism, including violent policing,
and the importance of defunding the police to prioritize the expansion of
community-led health and safety initiatives.
We supported community gardeners and produce market coordinators
advocating to keep their gardens and markets open in the face of
supermarkets netting record profits.
And we joined with a collective of groups across our city to question why
large amounts of public space is consistently prioritized as golf courses when
it could be used for accessible parks, green space, Indigenous placemaking
and urban agriculture.
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We saw major growth in our Good Food Box sales in 2020. With folks seeking
ways to stay safe at home and many doing more cooking, over 10,000
new households signed up for paid subscriptions to a weekly, bi-weekly
or monthly produce box. Our team of frontline workers never stopped
feeding their communities, getting 1.5 million pounds of fresh produce out to
customers — individuals, community agencies and small businesses — during
the pandemic. We made sure team members working outside their homes
earned an extra $4 per hour in pandemic pay and that everyone on our team
was allotted an additional 10 paid sick days in the event of becoming ill with
the virus or needing to self-isolate. We knew it was the very least we could
do to take care of folks who were taking care of so many of us.

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE

We didn’t think it helped to mince words in 2020, and that’s why we renamed
our Advancing Food Justice Box the Dismantling White Supremacy Box. Which
is exactly our aim — shaking loose the historic inequities built into farming and
the food system. The box was available in the Good Food Box online store
spring through fall, packed full of local, organic produce grown by farms
that are led, run or owned by racialized folks in and around Toronto, and will
return for a new season in 2021. The initiative was acknowledged in 2020
with an Excellence in Agriculture Award from Ontario for increasing access
to and consumption of produce grown by Black, Indigenous and People of
Colour (BIPOC) communities.
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KEEPING IT GROWING
School Grown had a productive season despite the pandemic, sharing
produce with community groups across the city. While only one schoolbased farm site was able to operate safely in 2020, the FoodShare School
Grown team at Burnhamthorpe Collegiate Institute made the most of
things, harvesting over 34,712 pounds of organic fruit and vegetables,
starting a roadside wildflower garden and composting 9 cubic yards of
food waste. In 2020, the coordinators offered workshops in farming and
entrepreneurial skills for a small group of youth looking to start their own
growing projects. We also launched a paid apprentice position, giving
interested youth an opportunity to spend a whole season of learning on
the farm. Apprentices expressed how much being part of the growing team
led to personal growth as well.

REDUCING COMMUNITIES’
‘FOODPRINTS’

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

COMMUNITY
FOOD GROWING

We helped communities dig up the good kind of dirt in 2020, setting up
10 new composting sites and training 50 people as compost champions.
Our Community Compost Education program provided neighbourhood
groups with the equipment and training needed to start and manage their
own compost system. Composting brought community members together
with a common goal of reducing waste by turning food scraps into costeffective fertilizer for community gardens and area residents’ homes. In
2020 the program prevented a total of 138,920 lbs of carbon dioxide from
being released into the air. For scale, that’s the same amount of CO2 that
would be released by driving 55 average North American cars for a year!
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BREAKING NEW GROUND
In a North York hydro corridor with the roar of traffic on the Don Valley
Parkway a stone’s throw away sits Flemingdon Community Farm (Flemo
Farm), designed to provide land access to community farmers who
experience systemic forms of marginalization. After years of work by
local residents, the City, Flemingdon Health Centre and FoodShare to bring
this project to fruition, it was a huge joy to break ground on Flemo Farm
in 2020. The new farm will give farmers a chance to get their hands in the
soil in their own neighbourhood, while generating income through sales
from their harvests. At a time when the importance of community control
over food was top of mind, the farm securing water access and community
members beginning to plant for the first time was especially meaningful.
The first harvests grown by community farmers will be available at the
Flemo Farm produce market in summer 2021.

BLOOMING BALCONIES
Growing one’s own food can be an exciting and empowering experience.
But with limited access to green space, those living in large apartment
blocks often miss out on doing their own growing. That’s why in the
spring of 2020 we put together 250 balcony growing kits for folks living
in high-rise buildings in three Neighbourhood Improvement Areas, to
strengthen connections to their food system. Kits included soil mix, seeds
and seedlings, irrigated planter systems and instructions on how to grow
food in balcony containers and were distributed to high-rise dwellers in
Flemingdon Park, Black Creek and York-South Weston.
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FOOD AND COMMUNITY
ARE ESSENTIAL SERVICES
Community-led Good Food Markets have always depended on incredible
local leadership and cooperation to make them happen. This year, with
indoor locations often out of commission, and even outdoor markets initially
closed due to stay-at-home orders, advocacy was required citywide to get
these important sites deemed essential and operating again. While many
markets had to take an understandable hiatus in 2020, we also saw new
Good Food Markets open, responding to the needs of their neighborhoods.
Located in areas where groceries are prohibitively expensive, hard to access
and oftentimes both, Good Food Markets play a vital role in local food access,
as do the essential workers and community leaders who coordinate them.
In 2020 many got creative with some markets offering pre-orders and even
online shopping.

WELCOMING NEW

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

COMMUNITY
ACTION SUPPORT

A key component of FoodShare’s Community Action Support Programs is
our Supportive Partnerships Platform which provides administrative and
capacity building support to grassroots groups that are advancing their
own food justice projects. Working with FoodShare makes operations easier
for small groups and allows them to focus on delivering important support
to their communities. In 2020, we grew the platform, welcoming new groups
including some that formed directly as a result of COVID-19. These included:
the Foodsters United Co-operative of former Foodora delivery couriers; The
Full Plate, founded by six hospitality workers passionate about supporting
their sector; and The People’s Pantry, a mutual aid project dedicated to
providing neighbours with home-cooked meals and more. In 2020, we also
supported 10+ BIPOC-led grassroots groups in accessing COVID-19 response
funding to deliver food access solutions in their communities.
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PUTTING RACE ON THE TABLE
This year our team found new and innovative ways to get folks informed
about the links between food and systems of oppression, including
offering fee-for-service workplace workshops for teams looking for
opportunities to meaningfully connect. Fusing a cooking class with antioppression training, the sessions brought coworkers together virtually
to prepare a meal. In partnership with Care/Of, fresh ingredients were
delivered to each team member’s home. Then FoodShare provided stepby-step cooking instructions and a guided discussion about how forces
of racism and colonization shape the food we eat. Participant feedback
stressed how much they had begun to reflect on the connections between
food and power.

CHEFS@HOME
With schools closed for parts of the year, and only open to essential staff
during others, we had to pause our beloved Chefs in the Classroom program
in 2020. Proudly, the team found a way to go virtual: Chefs@Home. Working
together with community agencies serving BIPOC youth, we connected with
young folks ready to get cooking. Foodsters United couriers dropped off
meal kits and professional chefs Suzanne Barr and Luis Valenzuela led the
burgeoning young chefs in preparing a meal over video conference. Youth
got to engage with the chef, learn about the cultural roots of the foods
they were cooking with, practice basic knife and food prep skills and had
delicious dishes ready to share with their households.

OH BABY
PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS

COMMUNITY
FOOD PROGRAMS

A long running FoodShare program, Baby and Toddler Nutrition, also had
to figure out ways to pivot in 2020. Offering two workshops over Zoom —
Baby Food Basics and Toddler Food Basics — our wonderful peer educators
and on-staff dietitian supported new and new-ish parents and caregivers
with the info they needed to prep food and snacks for little ones. At
a time when many of those with small children were feeling isolated
and overwhelmed, the workshops offered a supportive environment to
consider some important milestones like introducing solid food. Caregivers
said they appreciated the opportunity to learn easy ways to make
nutritious meals fun.
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FINANCIALS
This year was a reminder of the
essential role FoodShare plays in
challenging the for-profit model
of food systems. We saw more
subscribers than ever to our social
enterprise initiative — the Good Food
Box — as well as donations. These
funds allowed us to pivot quickly and
respond to our community where they
needed us most. FoodShare’s surplus
from 2020 will be invested in strategic
long-term priorities that will enable us
to deliver more sustainable change.

49%

39%

27%

SALE OF PRODUCE,
CATERING AND OTHER

$4,222,292

$5,037,400

GRANTS

$2,875,104

$4,377,019

DONATIONS

$1,855,174

$244,764

AMORTIZATION

EMERGENCY GOOD
FOOD BOX DONATIONS
GRANTS AND DONATIONS
RELATED TO CAPITAL ASSETS

$1,363,420

$227,253

OFFICE AND ADMINISTRATION

$168,732

$200,198

FUNDRAISING, PROMOTION
AND EVENTS

$102,685

$73,612

VOLUNTEERS *

TRAINING AND CONSULTING

$74,929

$34,241

TRAINING

BEQUESTS

$38,200

FUNDRAISING EVENTS

Our complete audited financial
statements are available for download
at www.foodshare.net

INTEREST

$11,511

PROGRAMS
PRODUCE, WAREHOUSE
AND VEHICLES

*Volunteer expenses cover food and
transportation for thousands of volunteers
who bring FoodShare programs to life.

43%
17%

REVENUE
TOTAL: $10,712,047
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13%
2% 1% 1% 0.5% 0.1%

0.5% 1% 2% 2% 2%
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EXPENSES

TOTAL: $10,194,487
SURPLUS: $517, 560

THANK YOU
$25,000+

$300,000+

$100,000+

ESTATE OF DAVID WEEGAR
PETER AND CATHY CLARK FAMILY FOUNDATION

$10,000+

LA FONDATION EMMANUELLE GATTUSO

$50,000+

THE RALPH M. BARFORD FOUNDATION
THE ARRELL FAMILY FOUNDATION
JOHN AND MYRNA DANIELS CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
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SHEILA BLOCK
PAULINE MACKAY
JANE THORSON
CAROLYN COOPER
RICHARD WILLOUGHBY
ALEXIS KOLAR
KEITH WHITELEY

BEVERLEY VANSTONE
KATHRYN KENNEDY
EMERALD FOUNDATION
LESLOIS SHAW FOUNDATION
TAYLOR IRWIN FAMILY FUND
THE SABOURIN FAMILY FOUNDATION
CATHY J RICHARDS FAMILY FRIENDS AND DOGS FOUNDATION
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A JUST FOOD SYSTEM IS WITHIN REACH
THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING
FOODSHARE
MAKE A DONATION
foodshare.net/activity/support/

STAY IN TOUCH
foodshare.net/signup/
JOIN THE CONVERSATION
@foodshareto

Art and design by Moe Pramanick
Photographs by Britney Townsend, Sarah Wiggins, and FoodShare staff and volunteers.

